Daily Edits: Sugar

Name: ________________________________

Re-do the sentences with corrections

Did you no that sugar comes from either sugar beets or from sugar cane. We usually define the type of sugar buy its color. Sugar was discovered in the pacific islands over 2000 years ago?

Granulated sugar is what we often see written on are bags of sugar. Granulated sugar is realy refined sugar? Confectioners or powdered sugar is the soft sugar you often see on donuts

Before sugar is refined. it is actually a liquid juice? the liquid juice from the sugar canes or the sugar beets is then boiled an boiled until it become solid crystals

Did you no that brown sugar is just white sugar with som of the liquid still left in it. the liquid is the molasses witch is what gives it the brown color molasses is the liquid from the sugar canes now you no that brown sugar must come from sugar cane and not sugar beets
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Answers

Did you know that sugar comes from either sugar beets or from sugar cane? We usually define the type of sugar by its color. Sugar was discovered in the pacific islands over 2000 years ago.

Granulated sugar is what we often see written on our bags of sugar. Granulated sugar is really refined sugar. Confectioner’s or powdered sugar is the soft sugar you often see on donuts.

Before sugar is refined, it is actually a liquid juice. The liquid juice from the sugar canes or the sugar beets is then boiled and boiled until it become solid crystals.

Did you know that brown sugar is just white sugar with some of the liquid still left in it? The liquid is the molasses which is what gives it the brown color. Molasses is the liquid from the sugar canes. Now you know that brown sugar must come from sugar cane and not sugar beets.